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magic fit of weakness which fell on them periodically
by a curse. And in this narrative the central episode
is that of his three days' fight at the ford against his
own comrade Ferdiad, who had • been trained along
with Mm at Aoife's school of heroes in Skye.
It is a part of the revolution that every educated man
and woman in Ireland now has some familiarity at
least with this mass of legends, whereas in my boyhood
they were the possession of the technically illiterate :
they still belonged exclusively to the culture of the
older Ireland, and the Anglo-Irish were ignorant even
of their existence.   'About twenty years ago I took
down from the lips of an old shanachy (or storyteller)
in Donegal a very powerful Irish ballad telling of the
fight between Cuchulain and his son.   To judge from
the structure of the verse and the type of the language,
this composition was four or five centuries old:  the
man from whose .dictation I painfully transcribed it
could neither read nor write, and perhaps for'a century;'
at least no progenitor of his 'could do either :: but he.'
was a scholar, he insisted on scrupulous fidelity to:Ms :
tradition,  and later,  when  I showed him: another
variant of the poem, he complained at once that some-:
one had been tampering with the text.   That was
barely ten miles from the home where I spent all my
boyhood :   yet it never entered my imagination, nor,
I think, that of the cultivated people among whom I
lived, that such a phenomenon as this old illiterate lover
and preserver of literature could exist.   To-day every-
body knows that the literature exists, and that there
are such custodians of it:  while the epic cycle itself
has afforded subjects to every Irish writer of eminence.
Yeats,   Synge,   Russell,   James  Stephens, .have  all
drawn upon it again and again;   and also not less
freely on the later group of legends, less strictly
classical, which in the middle ages ousted it from its
pride of place in Irish tradition.   James Kelly, the old
shanachy of whom I have spoken (he was a very small
farmer, on the mountain-side west of Letterkenny in

